
 
 

 
 
Tiepolo’s Variations 

	  
In this new composition Roberto David Rusconi will write a new solo work 
for violin exploring a different approach to music (matter, form, time-space 
trajectories) and its transformation into cantabilita’ della materia thorough 
their interaction with our consciousness, awareness and memory from an 
essentially goal-related perspective. The work will be an ‘autonomous 
soundtrack’, a musical journey with hidden and archaic signposts 
experienced as a commentary to the collection of the still unfamiliar albums 
of Tiepolo sketches: the ‘Carpicci-Scherzi’– currently in private collections 
and at the Metropolitan Museum NY. These Tiepolo’s private scrapbooks 
are not real sketchbooks and their thematic is emotionally and artistically 
very important for the composer who has been raised in Venice.  
 
 

The work will be developed for and with Elicia Silverstein and will 
spontaneously amplify the delicate breath of the secret rite hidden in 
Tiepolo’s work. The musical creation, intended as a corpus unicum, will 
organically grow out of the unsizable and ungraspable movement of the 
composer’s poetical imagination and the interpreter’s unique relationship 
with sound. The technical challenges will be triggered by the urge to 
communicate the human and artistic initiatory journey we can experience in 
front of these mostly unknown intimate artistic masterpieces.  
 

Tiepolo’s drawings show a diverse and unexpected design, which the artist 
has intentionally sketched on paper for his own use only.  This intimacy 
allows the composer and interpreter to pursue their own unique individual 
research of musical timbre and its reflections and shades into the 
neighbouring parameters. 
 
 

Tiepolo's Capricci and sketches are, as all his work, crucial to 
understanding the eighteenth-century notion of painting as a staged 
fiction—something intended to involve the viewer on a purely imaginative 
level. This was in line with the theatre practice of the day—especially 
opera. There is a close analogy between the goals of Tiepolo's painting and 
that of the leading poet and librettist Pietro Matastasio (1698–1782), who, 
although born in Rome, was at the court of Dresden: "Dreams and fables I 
fashion; and even while I sketch and elaborate fables and dreams upon 
paper … I so enter into them that I weep and am offended at ills I invented. 
But am I wiser when art does not deceive me?" 
 



The solo work for violin (with scordatura F/C sharp/A /E) experienced as a 
set of intertwined variations will be felt as a whole by the formal and 
structural parameter developed as organic components. The composition 
will outline the unfolding of diverse poetical versus technical stances 
reinterpreted in a 21st century sensibility and awareness (for instance using 
the polarization of pitch-levels ideally connected with the drawing of images 
and their evocative meaning).  
 

All the variations will have, as point of departure, a pure poetical 
expressive necessity and will only then determine a precise analytical and 
formal investigation on a precise number of aspects connected to the 
selected sketches. The fragmented and multileveled descriptive approach 
of this work is uniquely connected to the Italian tradition of l’ arte di tocare 
l’instrumento and has nothing to do with the modernist or postmodernist 
cages created by the lost shadows wondering in the cultural amnesia of this 
new millennium.  
 

Each single musical ‘totemic sketch’ will be constructed on purely authentic 
musical grounds while its narrative will individually detach itself from the 
whole but ties its unfolding to the figurative originals. The variations will not 
be musical commentaries but magnifying lens able to take into four-
dimensional soundscapes what is, apparently, a two-dimensional space 
only intentional object.  

 

The live concert could present slides or visuals with the actual Tiepolo’s 
sketches and be presented in a ‘non-traditional’ audience sitting 
arrangement able to lead the listener and performer alike in a intriguing and 
yet celebrative journey. 
 

The artistic charm of this proposal has an additional interest in connecting 
Tiepolo's internal devotion to alchemy and magical secrecy with a more 
communicative outreach, powered by the violin’s set of variations; a 
creation which will intimately connect each one of these mysteries to the 
audience’s attention and perception.   
 
 

The proposed work should have a golden hidden length, so we should look 
at a 1+1+2+3+5+8 min. structure that would also facilitate the soloist to 
eventually have possible multiple disaggregation and/or displacement 
during the performance.  
 
Variazione prima - 1 min  
Variazione seconda - 1 min  
Variazione terza e quarta - 2 min 
Tema e variazione quinta - 3 min  
Variazione sesta, fugato e variazione settima - 5 min  
Variazione ottava, nona, corale, variazione decima e ripresa tematica - 8 min 
            


